The popularity of online social networks has changed the way in which we share personal thoughts, political views, and pictures. Pictures have a particularly important role in the privacy of users, as they can convey substantial information (e.g., a person was attending an event, or has met with another person). Moreover, because of the nature of social networks, it has become increasingly difficult to control who has access to which content. Therefore, when a substantial amount of pictures are accessible to one party, there is a very serious potential for violations of the privacy of users. In this paper, we demonstrate a novel technique that, given a large corpus of pictures shared on a social network, automatically determines who is dating whom, with reasonable precision. More specifically, our approach combines facial recognition, spatial analysis, and machine learning techniques to determine pairs that are dating. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first privacy attack of this kind performed on social networks. We implemented our approach in a tool, called Creepic, and evaluated it on two real-world datasets. The results show that it is possible to automatically extract non-obvious, and nondisclosed, relationships between people represented in a group of pictures, even when the people involved are not directly part of a connected social clique.
Introduction
In the last decade, our society has experienced the explosive growth of two disruptive technologies: digital photography and the Internet. Rather than the bulky film cameras of yesterday with limited (and difficult to distribute) film, we now have small, integrated digital cameras with nearly limitless storage capacity.
Individuals are using these technologies to take an increasing number of photographs of themselves and each other using their personal devices. Because photographs are digital, and the devices taking them are increasingly connected to the Internet, these photographs frequently end up on social network sites. Currently, for example, Facebook alone receives more than 350 million new photo uploads every day [10] , while Instagram receives 60 million uploads [11] . Snapchat, a photograph messaging service, has recently skyrocketed well past both platforms, with users sharing over 700 million photographs every day [23] . This trend is only likely to increase as curators of social networks are constantly removing impediments to sharing. For example, photographs taken on modern Android smartphones can be automatically uploaded and shared on Google+, Google's social network.
Increasing convenience to share photographs gives interested entities a valuable dataset to mine for insights into individuals. Social networks already use modern face recognition techniques to automatically determine which of a user's friends or other users of the network are present in their photographs. While this information is currently used to assist users in tagging photographs of their friends, it could also be used to gain insight into aspects of the users' social behavior beyond what the users would otherwise have volunteered. Specifically, our intuition is that the relationship status of a person can be determined just by examining photographs in which the person in question appears. We observed that people tend to physically organize themselves differently in different situations, depending on their relationships to the other people in those situations. While such behavior might vary with the cultures and ages of the subjects, there are norms within a given demographic group. Therefore, we suspected that by analyzing large corpora of photographs of social situations, we can detect the relationships contained within.
We designed and implemented a system, Creepic, that, given a large set of photographs, performs face detection and recognition to identify the people in each photo, extracts statistical features, and utilizes machine learning to determine which of the people are involved in romantic relationships. This system is automated and, once trained on a subset of people with a known relationship status, can predict the relationship status of other pairs within the group. This information could be used for a variety of purposes, and represents a violation of privacy akin to non-consensual web tracking or cyber-stalking, as prior research has shown that almost 75% of social network users do not willingly disclose their relationship statuses [12] .
Our approach is not intended to be used by general social networks, such as Facebook, as such networks have access to other useful metadata about their users and should leverage this data in addition to user photographs. Instead, there are several scenarios in which entities would have access to a sufficient amount of photographs to be able to carry out such an attack:
1. Photo messaging and sharing services, such as Snapchat and Flikr, have become the most popular way to share photographs. These services lack the rich metadata accessible by general-purpose social networks such as Facebook, but have extensive access to user photographs. Such services can use our technique to determine their users' relationship status for advertising purposes. 2. On Android devices, photographs are stored in a phone's internal storage. However, this storage is also used for other data, and permission to access it is requested by a large percentage of Android applications. In fact, the privacy-focused application permission monitoring app, APeWatch [2] , does not consider this permission to be privacy-relevant. The attacks described in this paper could be carried out by any sufficiently popular application with this permission, or any library (such as an advertising library) included in such applications. Specifically, an advertising network could easily implement a module that performs face recognition on photographs and uploads the resulting metadata, allowing the advertiser to determine a user's relationship status. 3. Facebook applications can request access to "photographs of friends" when Facebook users install them. This access can be used to amass a large corpus of photographs. In fact, this is exactly the method we use to create one of our datasets for evaluation, retrieving almost half a million photographs with only 34 authorized users. While Facebook provides a privacy setting, dubbed "Apps others use," that allows users to control data access granted to applications installed by their friends, it is unclear how widely known and used this setting is. Anecdotally, the authors were surprised to discover the existence of this setting (and equally surprised that it was set to allow photograph access for applications) shortly before the submission date.
Additionally, the techniques presented in this paper can be used to attack the privacy of users that share no photographs at all. If a user appears in a sufficient number of photographs (for example, if their friends grant access to their photographs to Creepic, and the user appears in those photographs), Creepic may still determine the user's relationship status. In fact, through the use of modern face recognition techniques, this could be possible even in cases where the victim has no account on the social network at all, by analyzing photographs uploaded by those friends who do have such accounts.
We will describe the implementation of our system and show its evaluation on two datasets. The first dataset was assembled by developing a Facebook application that executes our approach over the photographs of the user (who must approve our application's presence) and their friends (whose approval is not required). A total of 34 volunteers installed our application, granting us access to theirs and their friends' photographs. From these 34 volunteers, were able to retrieve 448,936 photographs, which contained a total of 241,189 users. To protect the anonymity and privacy of the users involved in the experiment, we obtained IRB approval for this experiment.
A second dataset was assembled using the data from Zimbio.com, a celebrity tracking website that comprises 1,536,243 photographs of 2,616 celebrities. This dataset includes paparazzi photographs of celebrities (whether alone or with friends or significant others) as well as photographs of official events, making it a well-balanced dataset for Creepic's analysis.
We show that in the case of both datasets, Creepic is able to identify the dating couples with a high degree of accuracy. Specifically, we can detect over 60% of photographed relationships, including relationships whose participants had not shared their relationship status, while keeping false positive low.
Because automated relationship detection is in its infancy, a human might outperform Creepic's detection on a small scale. However, Creepic is built to function at a scale that would likely be impossible to handle by a human analyst. This is the scale at which an organization would utilize such an approach, and Creepic demonstrates that such large-scale privacy attacks are possible.
In short, this paper makes the following contributions: -We develop a new class of privacy attacks on a person's privacy: by analyzing photographs of a person, insight can be gleamed into his/her relationships with other persons. This attack can be carried out over social networks or through any means that grant access the to photographs of a user. -We develop a system, called Creepic, that leverages machine learning techniques to analyze a set of statistical features of photographs, and determine which users in those photographs are involved in romantic relationships. -We evaluate our system on two real-world datasets with two different types of data (Facebook user data and celebrity photographs) to show its applicability in varied environments and its viability as an attack on the privacy of users of social networks.
Approach
The Creepic system performs several steps to detect relationships in a dataset of photographs of a group of people.
Prerequisites. Creepic receives, as input, a dataset of photographs, in which it will detect relationships. Face Detection and Recognition. Creepic processes the images in the dataset to detect and extract faces. Extracted faces are then processed by the face recognition component, which performs face recognition to identify what faces belong to what people. This step creates an understanding of who is in what photograph, and where in the photograph they are. Timespan Splitting. To reason about changes in relationships over time (and avoid mis-classifications stemming from such changes), Creepic splits the provided dataset into multiple datasets, each containing a separate timespan of images. Feature Extraction. Creepic processes the dataset to extract features relating to the presence and locations of individuals in each photograph. Classification. The feature set is processed by a binary classifier which classifies each pair as either being in a relationship ("dating") or not being in a relationship ("nondating").
A diagram of this process is presented in Appendix A, for the visual reader. In this section, we will present the designlevel description of Creepic. Implementation details and determination of threshold values will be discussed in Section 3.
Prerequisites
Creepic's analysis requires several inputs. The first is a dataset of photographs of people, in which relationships will be detected. The minimum amount of photographs to make meaningful predictions depends on the density of people in the photographs of the dataset. If the there are too few photographs of a pair of people, Creepic will be unable to make an accurate prediction of their relationship status. We discuss the effects of the number of photographs of a given pair of people on detection rates in Section 3.2.
Creepic can leverage time-based features in its analysis, but this requires the photographs to be timestamped. Since digital cameras embed the time when the photograph was acquired as metadata in photograph, this information is usually widely available. While non-digital photographs (specifically, scans of physical photographs with misleading or missing timestamps) do sometimes get uploaded to social networks, the number of such photographs is negligible.
Additionally, due to the face recognition technology used, Creepic requires a set of pre-identified reference photographs for each person to perform face recognition. In the case of modern social networks, people are quite eager to tag themselves and their friends in the photographs they upload, and these photographs can be used as reference photographs.
Unless Creepic's classifier has previously been trained on labeled relationship data, it also requires labeled relationship statuses for at least a subset of the people present. In order to more efficiently use its time-based features, Creepic also requires information on the start and end dates of these relationships.
Face Detection and Recognition
The first step carried out by Creepic is the detection of faces in the dataset. Each photograph is processed and a set of faces identified and extracted for processing in future steps. We claim no innovation in the field of face detection: Creepic uses existing algorithms to carry out this step of the process.
After extracting faces from the dataset, Creepic executes a face recognition algorithm to associate each extracted face to a person. This step uses the reference photographs provided to the system as input. Again, existing face recognition algorithms are leveraged to achieve this.
The output of this step is a list, for each photograph, of what people appear in the photograph and where in the photograph their faces are located.
Timespan Splitting
After the face recognition step, Creepic's dataset contains a set of people, the photographs in which those people appear, and information on the coordinates of their faces in those photographs. To enable it to reason about changes in relationships, Creepic splits this dataset into a series of sliding-window timespans containing images between certain dates. For example, if using a sliding window of 6 months with an interval of 3 months, a dataset spanning a year will be split into a timespan of photographs from January through June, one from March through September, one from June through December, and so forth.
For the remainder of the analysis, the same pair, in two different timespans, is considered to be two separate pairs. This means that, except for the timespan-level features described in Section 2.4.2, the timespans are analyzed in isolation. This allows Creepic to reason about changes in relationship status over time.
For timespan, Creepic identifies pairs of people that appear together in a sufficient amount of the timespan's photographs. Any pair that does not meet this threshold is discarded from the rest of the analyses for the given timespan.
It is feasible that a dataset might not include timestamp information for photographs. In the absence of this information, and the resulting inability to split the images into timespans, this step is omitted, and Creepic is unable to reason about changes of relationships over time.
Feature Extraction
Creepic's feature extraction component processes one timespan at a time to extract features for each pair of people in that timespan. Every timespan produced Creepic extracts two classes of features: image-level features, which utilize information in the photographs and spatial relationships between the faces of people present in those images, and timespanbased features, which reason about how the relationship of the pair of people changes over time.
Creepic generates these features by processing the timespans sequentially and generating a set of image-level features and a set of timespan-level features for every pair in the timespan's pair list. For each pair, the average of image-level features across all images in which they appear is recorded.
To guide the section of our features, we studied the situations under which a photograph containing a dating pair of people might be taken. We determined two orthogonal attributes of such situations: privacy and intimacy.
The first is the privacy of a situation. A private situation is one in which only a person's friends are present (for example, a private party). We have observed that photographs in these settings tend to be taken close to the subjects in question, and that most of the faces in the photograph are tagged or easily identifiable by face recognition. Conversely, a public situation is one in which a person and their friends attend a public event, and strangers are present in the photo. These photographs tend to be zoomed out, and some of the faces present will neither be tagged nor matchable via face recognition.
The second attribute that we have determined is the intimacy of a situation
1 . An intimate situation is one in which the pair is photographed without their friends (for example, a date) while a social situation is one in which the pair and their friends are photographed together. Specifically, one style 1 We do not mean sexual intimacy, but rather, couples simply spending time alone.
of photograph that we encountered in photographs from the former situation is a "self-shot" or "selfie". In the absence of other people to take the photograph, one member of the pair holds the camera at arm's length and photographs them and their significant other. These photographs have distinguishing properties: they are zoomed in because the camera has to be held in someone's hand, and the faces of the couple cover a large portion of the photograph. These attributes can be combined into the following four situations:
Private intimate situations. This is a type of situation in which the dating pair is together, with no other people present. Public intimate situations. In this situation, the dating pair is together, but in a public place. We expect other, often untagged people to appear in photographs in this situation. Private social situations. Private social situations comprise private parties and gatherings with friends. We expect most people in such photographs to be tagged, and for the photographs to be close-ups of the subjects. We expect a couple in this situation to mostly be close to each other, and do not expect another individual to frequently be physically between them. Public social situations. A public social situation is one where a group of friends spends time together in a public setting, such as a club or restaurant. We expect to see many untagged faces in such photographs, and the images to be wider-angle to capture the action.
Because these situations may overlap slightly in terms of what we expect to see in a photograph, and our features are geared toward identification of dating pairs who participate in all situations, several of our features overlap.
Image-level Features
Creepic extracts several features based on information at the image level. It is important to note that the raw number of images that a pair of people shares does not explicitly factor in our computation. Since Creepic tracks only the average values, it is not biased toward pairs who take, or have taken, more photographs of themselves than other pairs.
Ambient light level. With the intuition that certain relationships might generate more photographs of events taking place in the evening, such as restaurant visits and parties, we determine the ambient light level of each photograph by converting the photograph to grayscale and taking the average color value.
Face distance. We calculate the absolute distance between the centers of the pairs of faces. This is driven by the intuition that people who are dating will appear closer together in photographs. Face distance, size-adjusted. To accommodate zoomed-in photographs of pairs (where the absolute distance between the centers of faces will thus be large), we divide this distance by the average of the widths of the faces. Face-size ratio. Some faces are mis-detected to be close to each other due to perspective. The face of a person in the foreground can appear very close to the face of a person in the background, though the two are actually far apart. To compensate, we calculate a feature of the ratio between the areas of the two faces in the image. Pair face-area coverage. To differentiate close-up and wideangle photographs of pairs, we calculate the percentage of the image that is covered by the pair of people in question. This feature is inspired by "self-shots" of people, which are popular on social networks. Total face-area coverage. A normalized measure of the area of the image that is covered by all of the people in the photograph is also calculated. This is done as a differentiation between private and public social situations, where the latter is expected to have a higher percentage of a photograph covered by faces. Tagged count. To differentiate between intimate and social situations, we track the count of tagged (or recognized by the face recognition step) people in a photograph. Untagged count. We expect photographs in public situations to have a larger amount of untagged, and unrecognized, faces. The intuition behind this feature is to identify how often the pair of people are in such situations. Vertical positioning. Differentiating between pairs that are dating and pairs otherwise related (for example, the relation of a parent and child) requires special attention. People tend to feature in many photographs of themselves with their young children, which otherwise confuses some of the other features. Since parent-child photographs tend to have the parent's face higher in the photograph than the child's face, the relative vertical position of the centers of the faces helps differentiate these pairs from dating pairs. Betweeners count. The position of people in a photograph in social situations can be an important indicator of relationship status. We observed that a pair of individuals who are dating tends to have fewer people in between them in a photograph than one that is not. We determine the number of people between two people by evaluating if another face rectangle intersects the lines between the corners of the face rectangles of the people in question. Competitor count. We define a "competitor" as any face that is closer to either of the faces of the pair of people in question than the two are to each other, expecting that a dating pair will have less competitors, on average, than a non-dating pair.
An example photograph with extracted features is reproduced in Appendix C.
The features listed above are not meant to predict a relationship status in isolation; instead, they are meant to be utilized together. As such, it is easy to form a counter-argument against a single feature: for example, the "Ambient Light Level" feature might fail if a couple is afraid of the dark (or, possibly, lives on a beach), and thus always takes photographs in the daytime. While this might break that particular feature, the couple may still behave as expected in regards to the other features, enabling Creepic to detect their relationship. Of course, a couple might abandon convention and fail to be described by any of our features, in which case Creepic would be unable to detect this couple.
Another important consideration is corner cases of the features. For example, one might argue that the "Face distance, size-adjusted" features could be confused by two faces that are close together, but extremely thin. In such a case, this feature would detect the faces as being very far away from each other, and introduce noise into the analysis. It must be kept in mind that these features deal with human faces, not abstract geometric constructs, and human faces have limited range of sizes that tends to not trigger such corner cases. In other words, human beings do not have inch-wide faces.
Timespan-level features
If a dataset contains more than one timespan, the differences between a pair in two timestamps can give more insight into this pair's relationship status and its change over time. To detect these changes, Creepic extracts a set of features based on a pair's presence and features in prior timespans.
Betweeners entropy. If there are people physically separating a pair, the entropy of these people (i.e., how stable the identity of the betweener is) can be a crucial clue to the dating status of the pair. We expect that dating pairs will be either together or, barring that, separated by a varying set of people. However, if a given pair is frequently separated by one or a small set of individuals, those individuals might be the dating partners of one member of a pair. Competitor entropy. Similar to the betweener entropy, we compute the entropy of the Competitors detected across all photographs in a timespan. Frequency of association. With the intuition that a dating pair will be more likely to have photographs together in a previous timespan, we include as a feature the percentage of prior timespans in which the pair in question has more than the threshold number of photographs. Drift features. Creepic computes what we term a "drift" feature for each other feature. Drift feature are, for each other feature, the ratio of the feature between the current timespan and the prior timespan in which the pair appeared in enough photographs. The goal behind drift features is to detect a change in a relationship over time as a pair transitions into or out of an intimate relationship.
Classification
Creepic uses a binary classifier to determine, for each timespan, which pair of people are dating. The classifier operates on the features extracted in the previous step. The prediction itself is based on a Support Vector Machine, a common binary classifier used in machine learning. Creepic trains an SVM with a labeled subset of relationship data or reuses a previously-trained SVM from a different dataset with labeled relationships.
SVM training If a trained SVM is not provided, Creepic splits the data into a training and testing set. From each timespan, it selects a subset of pairs are known, from the labeled relationship data, to have been dating during that timespan. If timestamps are not available for the start and end of labeled relationships, dating pairs are assumed to be dating throughout all timespans. For the non-dating portion of the training set, Creepic selects pairs according to the following criteria: for all pairs (A,B) such that (A,B) is not in the dating set, Creepic selects (A,B) for the non-dating set if there exists a person C such that (A,C) or (B,C) are in the dating set. In other words, to avoid training on unlabeled relationships, Creepic includes pairs assumed not to be dating because one member of that pair is dating someone else.
Training data for all timespans is then combined into a single training set. The same pair, in two different timespans, is considered to be two separate pairs. This is done so that Creepic can recognize relationships in different points in time. Specifically, in the absence of timestamps on relationship data, noise might be introduced into the training set, as statistics from before or after the people were dating will make it into the features of dating pairs.
Since the number of dating and non-dating pairs in realworld data is disparate (specifically, there are considerably more of the latter), the training set ends up being dominated by non-dating pairs and the SVM's prediction suffers. To balance this, we limit the number of non-dating pairs to a set threshold, depending on the number of dating pairs.
After the SVM is trained, it can be used to predict relationships in a dataset.
SVM Prediction. The trained SVM is used to predict relationships among pairs in all timespans of the dataset. Each pair is classified as either a dating pair or a non-dating pair.
Result Filtering. Creepic attempts to filter the results to reduce false positive rates. One frequent cause of false positives is the misdetection of a group of friends as a complete (or near-complete) graph of dating pairs. When encountering such situations, Creepic leverages the fact that relationships tend to be monogamous. More formally, Creepic removes a dating classification from all pairs that match the following criteria: for each pair (A,B) that are predicted as a dating pair, Creepic removes this classification if there exists a person C such that (A,C) are predicted as dating or (B,C) are predicted as dating. This filtering technique helps Creepic maintain a lower false positive rate, at the expense of a lower rate of true positives (i.e., missing polyamorous relationships). However, splitting pairs across timespans still allows Creepic to detect a given person dating different people at different times.
Implementation
We made several implementation choices in the course of implementing Creepic. These choices mostly have to do with the technologies that we chose for our implementation, and specific values we determined to be optimal for various thresholds.
Tools
While open image-processing tools are available, few achieve good results in face detection and face recognition. Thus, we faced a technical challenge in adapting the tools that are available to our use, and keeping results sufficiently precise.
Face Detection
We utilized the OpenCV [18] library to implement the face detection capabilities in Creepic. OpenCV implements face detection in the form of Haar cascade classifiers [25] , and provides Python bindings that we utilize in Creepic. As a measure to reduce the number of misdetection of non-face object as faces, we first use OpenCV's face detection cascade 2 , and then we use OpenCV's eye detection cascade 3 on the detected face. This successfully filters out some of the false face detections at the cost of detecting a lower amount of actual faces.
Face Recognition
Some datasets, such as our Facebook dataset, contain metadata that provides coordinate information of tagged faces. Creepic can utilize this information directly by matching it against the detected faces in a photograph. This allows for the reuse of existing capabilities in certain social networks. When such information is not available, Creepic utilizes face recognition methods offered by the Facerec library [24] . We apply additional filtering depending on what information is available for the dataset to reduce noise in Creepic's analysis. For example, our celebrity dataset from Zimbio contains information as to which celebrities are present in which photographs (but not where their faces are located). In this case, we limit the nearest-neighbor classifier to consider only faces of the specified celebrities when recognizing faces in an image. In the case of a standard social network, the face recognition can be limited to the faces of a users' friends to save computing resources, although this would exclude analysis of users who do not participate in the social network.
Machine Learning.
We use LIBSVM [6] for the machine learning component of Creepic. After feature extraction, the features are passed to LIBSVM for training and relationship prediction.
Distributed Computation.
To support the amount of data that must be processed, our implementation of Creepic comprises one master node and a set of 42 worker node, with 4GB of memory per node.
The master node handles the initial retrieval of the dataset, including communications to Facebook to retrieve the Facebook dataset and Zimbio to retrieve the celebrity dataset. It then dispatches tasks to the worker nodes, who download the photographs themselves, carry out the face detection and face recognition (the latter, being a memory-intensive process, is why each node needs 4GB of memory), and perform the feature calculation. The results from those tasks are aggregated 3 We use the "haarcascade_eye.xml" cascade for eye detection.
by the master, which carries out the final SVM training and prediction.
Thresholds
Creepic's implementation requires values for two thresholds: the minimum number of photographs in which a pair must appear, within one timestamp, to be considered for the analysis, and the ratio of dating and non-dating pairs to include in the training set. The former is aimed at reducing noise in the features, due to statistical instability of pairs with fewer photographs, and the latter is to avoid overwhelming the SVM classifier with either dating or non-dating pairs.
By analyzing Creepic's results with different values of these thresholds, we determined a threshold of 5 minimum images per pair per timestamp, and a non-dating/dating pair ratio of 2 for training the classifier. We present our protocol for determining these thresholds in Appendix B
Evaluation
To determine the effectiveness of our approach, we evaluated our implementation of Creepic on two real-world datasets. We present the results in this section, and discuss their interpretations and implications in Section 5.
Datasets
We chose a Facebook dataset, obtained by requesting volunteers to install a Facebook application that we developed for this purpose, and a celebrity dataset, acquired from the celebrity tracking website Zimbio.com. These datasets show the application of our approach under two different circumstances: one with the full cooperation of the users being analyzed, and one carried out without the subjects' awareness. Additionally, the two datasets feature different types of photographs: personal photographs of people and their families and friends, and professional photographs of celebrity events.
A summary of the datasets is presented in Table 1 .
Results

Facebook Dataset
Our Facebook dataset was aggregated by asking volunteers to install a custom Facebook application that was written by us. This application can retrieve the volunteer's relationship Table 1 . Statistics on the datasets used in the evaluation. For each dataset, the total number of (identified) people in the dataset, the total number of photographs, the total number of detected and recognized faces in the dataset, the percentage of photographs that solely contain a couple, and the percentage of photographs that contain a couple along with other individuals are included.
status and the relationship status of all of their friends using the Facebook API. Of course, these statuses are only used for verifying Creepic's results, not for the detection itself. Our application can also access the list of photographs in which the user or their friends are tagged. Facebook provides a list of tags for each photograph in the form of the coordinates of face centers and a reference to the associated user. However, because most of our features require the encompassing rectangle of the face, which Facebook does not provide, we must still perform our face detection step on the photographs themselves.
Rather than carry out face recognition on the detected faces, we simply check which tag locations intersect with which face rectangles, and mark those rectangles as belonging to the user associated with the tag. A total of 34 users volunteered to install our application. From those 34 users and their 11,942 unique friends, we retrieved 448,936 photographs with a total of 241,189 unique tagged users. After matching detected faces to provided tags, we identified 370,526 faces in 217,220 photographs. 86,689 of these photographs contained more than one identified face.
The demographics of the Facebook dataset may be found in Appendix D.
For the purposes of training and cross-validation, we leveraged the relationship statuses of the volunteers and their friends. Unfortunately, due to limitations in Facebook's Graph API, we were unable to retrieve the relationship history of the users or the timestamp of the start of their current relationships. Because of this, the relationships in the Facebook dataset contain no timestamps, and each relationship is assumed to persist throughout every timespan of the dataset.
We processed this dataset in 8 hours, the bulk of which was spent on face detection. Feature extraction was performed in 30 minutes, and training and classification in less than 2 minutes. It is important to stress that the processed photographs included all of the photographs that the volunteers and their friends had ever uploaded to Facebook. Adding new photographs to this dataset would only incur processing time for face detection and feature extraction on the additional photographs (which is negligible compared to the full set), as well as the full 2-minute cost of the training and classification.
The attentive reader will wonder whether Creepic would generalize beyond 34 volunteer users. While we were not able to do a larger-scale study due to the limited number of volunteers, we feel that the number of users and photographs in our Celebrity dataset shows the scalability of this approach. Additionally, were the approach not generalizable, an attacker could split the dataset of a social network and analyze each clique in the social graph separately. While some information would be lost regarding relationships across the cliques, results from such an attack could still be useful.
Ethics. We designed the experiment as carefully as we could to avoid endangering the privacy of either the volunteers or their friends. Our volunteers were informed about the type and amount data that we would be accessing and the purpose toward which this data would be accessed, but care had to be taken since the volunteers' friends did not explicitly consent to the experiment (although our use of their data is covered under the privacy policy that they agreed to upon joining Facebook and, in fact, many Facebook application regularly access photographs of friends). Photographs accessed by the system are only used for face detection and then discarded. The ages of users are retrieved only to understand the demographics of the dataset, and the statuses of users are retrieved during each experiment and discarded after being used for training and cross-validation. All data transmission took place over SSL-protected channels. Other than the data of which users appear in which photographs and Creepic's predictions, no privacy-sensitive data was ever stored. Even the photograph metadata and Creepic's predictions are purged after every experiment is concluded, and Creepic's predictions are never explicitly revealed to the volunteers, to preserve the privacy of their Facebook friends.
We obtained IRB approval for this experiment (including the un-consented access to friends' photographs), and are thankful to the IRB for assisting us in every step of designing this experiment protocol in a privacy-aware way.
Celebrity Dataset
We retrieved the celebrity dataset from Zimbio.com, a website that tracks celebrity rumor and hosts paparazzi and publicity photos of celebrities. Each image in the dataset is tagged with the celebrities that appear in that image, but not with information about the coordinates of their faces. To determine the coordinates of each celebrity's face, we utilized our face detection to extract faces from every image. As reference photographs for each celebrity, we used all images in which that celebrity was the only one tagged by Zimbio.com and in which we detected only one face. After training our face recognition on these reference photographs, we performed our face recognition step against the rest of the dataset.
The
While one might expect a dataset of celebrity photographs to be biased toward relationship photographs, we found that this is not the case. Celebrities are photographed in a wide range of settings, including many professional environments such as movie sets or other social gatherings. This provides a balanced dataset for our analysis.
Relationship labels in this dataset contain the start and end date of the relationships, generally accurate to the month. 917 of the celebrities have at least one labeled relationship, with a total of 2,684 relationships in the dataset.
The face detection step for the photographs took 20 hours, with an additional 8 hours required for face recognition on the images containing more than one celebrity. Feature extraction was performed in 2 hours, with the training and classification requiring less than 10 minutes. Since face detection, recognition, and feature extraction are completely parallelizable, increasing the amount of worker nodes would linearly decrease the required number of time for all but the training and classification steps.
Feature Selection
Between the image-level and timespan-level features described in Section 2.4, Creepic trains its SVM on 28 features. In order to better understand the relative importance of these features, we computed the information gain provided by each feature for both datasets. The results are presented in Table 2 .
It is interesting to observe that different features are of different importance for the two datasets. The difference in feature weights between the datasets has two main implications.
The first implication is that relationships in different situations are suited to detection by different types of features.
For example, the most important feature for the Celebrity dataset is the frequency of association between two people. However, this feature does not figure very heavily in the Facebook dataset. The reverse is true of, for example, the average number of competitors: it is the most important feature in the Facebook dataset, but is less important in the Celebrity dataset. Upon analysis of the datasets, we concluded that this is because of the pattern of photographs in the Celebrity dataset: Celebrities are most frequently photographed either with coworkers (for example, other actors in a film) at official events with whom they do not necessarily associate on a regular basis or, alternatively, with their significant others (generally by paparazzi), with whom they associate regularly. On the other hand, the Facebook dataset contains more photographs of everyday life, in which association frequency is less useful in differentiating between daters and non-daters.
The second implication of these differences is that Creepic is able to adapt its analysis to detect relationships in both datasets. To avoid overfitting and focus on the most relevant features, we discard any features with an information gain less than 0.1 during the machine learning step. This leaves us with 13 features for the Facebook dataset and 21 features for the Celebrity dataset.
Results
We used Creepic to predict relationships for both the Facebook and the Celebrity dataset. In our experiments, we utilized a timespan of 140 days, stepping 70 days for each successive timespan and resulting in an overlap of 70 days between consecutive timestamps. The Celebrity dataset had 84 such timespans, while the Facebook dataset had 41. As mentioned in Section 2.3, pairs are considered different across different timespans. The Celebrity dataset contained 1,569 dating pairs and 7,936 non-dating pairs which had more than 5 photographs within a timespan, while the Facebook dataset contained 532 dating and 8,730 non-dating pairs with more than 5 photographs within a timespan.
For each experiment, we evaluate Creepic via a 10-fold cross-validation of the dataset by randomly sampling 10% of the dating pairs for the dating portion of the training set. This 10-fold cross-validation was performed 10 times, for a total of 100 classification runs per experiment. We then aggregated the 100 classification runs and computed the Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC, a value signifying the quality of a binary classifier, with 0 being random and 1 being perfect classification [16] ) for the entire set. The resulting detection rates, along with the Matthews correlation coefficient are presented in Table 3 . 
Prediction rate
For both datasets, Creepic achieved a true positive rate of over 60% for both datasets, while maintaining a false positive rate of 11.8% for the Facebook dataset and 8.3% for the Celebrity dataset. In this context, a true positive is the detection of a pair of people by Creepic in which not only are both people in a relationship but, specifically, they are in a relationship with each other. That is, in a complete social graph, the possible number of such pairs in a dataset is
, with N as the number of people in the dataset. Likewise, a false positive is a pair of people who are not in a relationship with each other, even if one or both of these people are in a relationship. That is, some of the people in the False Positive pairs could be dating, they are just not dating the other member of the pair.
Baseline comparisons
We implemented several "naive" solutions as a baseline to compare to Creepic: randomly guessing a partner for every person, random guesses for each pair, random guesses knowing the number of pairs that are dating, and a classifier based on the number of photographs in which a pair appears alone.
Randomly guessing a partner, out of the people that appear with them in photographs, poses some problems. For example, the average person is present in photographs with with 26.2 other people in our Facebook dataset, and this method would achieve a 3.8% true positive rate. In the Celebrity dataset, the average person is present in photographs with 8.9 other people, with the resulting true positive rate of 11.2%. However, this approach is user-centric as opposed to being pair-centric and, other than the true positive rate, is hard to directly compare against our approach since it is hard to reason about how it would determine non-dating pairs.
Randomly classifying each pair into dating or non-dating will, of course, produce a 50% true positive and 50% false positive rate in both datasets. Being random, these results have a Matthews correlation coefficient of 0. It is important to note that, aside from failing to actually predict anything, this approach would yield multiple predicted dating partners per person, while Creepic achieves a higher true positive rate and much lower false positive rate while predicting only a single dating partner per person.
A random detection of K pairs as dating, where K is the number of true relationships in the dataset, yields a true positive and false positive rate of just 16.5% for the Celebrity dataset and a true positive and false positive rate of just 5.7% for the Facebook dataset. Again, both results have a Matthews correlation coefficient of 0.
We also carried out a naive analysis based on the number of photographs in which people appear alone, classifying any pair with more than 3 "Selfie" photographs as dating. This "Selfie" experiment resulted in 37.9% true positive rate and 47.6% false positive rate (with an MCC of -0.072, indicating near-randomness) for the Celebrity dataset and a 35.0% true positive and 15.3% false positive rate (with a non-random, but still low, MCC of 0.124) in the Facebook dataset. It is notable that this naive classifier achieves moderately different false positive rates for the two datasets. From manual analysis of the "Selfie" photographs, this seems to be due to a combination of different social behavior between celebrities and people in the Facebook dataset. Creepic automatically adapts to these differences between the two datasets by recognizing that the relevance of its features differs between them, and this adaptability is one of our system's strength.
Identifying unlabeled relationships
To evaluate Creepic's ability to detect unlabeled relationships, we manually analyzed the reported false positives in the Celebrity dataset and enlisted our volunteers' help in further analysis of the Facebook dataset. A random sampling of false positives in the Celebrity dataset revealed that a tenth of these detections were, in fact, actually dating pairs. For such pairs, Zimbio.com was simply missing their relationship information from the database, which caused us to mark the result as a false positive. We verified such pairs by finding descriptions of the relationships in question on other celebrity tracking websites.
For the Facebook dataset, we further analyzed false positives by providing random samplings of Creepic's dating and non-dating pair selections, mixed with random pairings of the volunteers' friends, to our volunteers and asking them to designate which of the pairs were dating. In order to preserve the privacy of the volunteers' Facebook friends, we did not reveal which of the pairs were randomly created, which were Creepic's dating predictions, and which were non-dating predictions. This phase of the experiment, along with the rest our Facebook experiment, was carefully designed with guidance from the IRB to preserve the privacy of the volunteers and, especially, their friends. Our volunteers' responses revealed an 8% occurrence of actual, but unlabeled, relationships among the false positives reported by Creepic.
This result has two implications: -Creepic's true positive and false positive rates are lower and upper bounds, respectively. -Creepic is actively violating user privacy by detecting relationships which are not actively publicized by the people involved.
Characteristics of detected pairs
It seems intuitive that Creepic will have different degrees of success with pairs that appear in different numbers of photographs. To gain insight into how this affects Creepic's detection rate, we computed the detection rates of relationships according to the number of photographs of that pair that are present in our datasets. We found that Creepic required many more photographs for the Celebrity dataset than for the Facebook dataset. Specifically, Creepic can achieve a true positive rate over 50% with an average of 12 photographs of a given pair of users for the Facebook dataset. A similar rate for the Celebrity dataset requires 100 photographs. This is visualized in Figure 1 ). We analyzed the datasets themselves for insight into this difference and concluded that the celebrities in our dataset frequently have their pictures taken with other celebrities (costars, fellow artists, etc.), rather than simply with their friends or significant others, and this introduces a higher amount of noise into our analysis, requiring more photographs of the pairs to compensate.
Relationship detection timing
Since the Celebrity dataset contains start and end dates for Celebrity relationships, we were able to evaluate Creepic's relationship change detection on this dataset. To do this, we kept track of the first and last timespan in which Creepic detected a pair of celebrities as dating. We then calculated the detection accuracy for both the start and the end of the relationship. For the start of the relationship, we tracked the difference in time between the start of the timespan in which Creepic first detected the relationship and the timestamp of the first photograph that Zimbio.com had after the listed start of the relationship in the dataset. Similarly, for the end of the relationship, we tracked the difference in time between the end of the timespan in which Creepic last detected the relationship and the timestamp of the last photograph that Zimbio.com had before the listed end of the relationship in the dataset. Of course, the interval of the sliding window imposes an upper limit on the level of granularity that Creepic can achieve. We found that Creepic excels at detecting the termination of relationships, even in cases where the parties involved continue to be photographed together (which is, for example, quite common in celebrity relationships). Over 80% of breakups were detected within 9 months. However, relationship start detections were less promising. Creepic made over 50% of its detections over 18 months after the start of the relationship. In analyzing the data, we concluded that this is due to the nature of many celebrity relationships. Except for those celebrities that are famous enough to be pursued heavily by paparazzi, the significant others of most celebrities begin to commonly appear in photographs after the relationship is more established, and might only appear in several snapshots before that. We detail the detection accuracy in Figure 2 .
The Celebrity dataset, with its start and end dates and large range of relationship durations, can also provide insight into the types of relationships that Creepic best detects. We calculated the detection rate of relationships, grouped by the duration of the celebrity relationship, and found that Creepic excelled at detecting relationships lasting longer than 4 years, detecting over 60% of such relationships. For relationships shorter than 4 years, Creepic's detection rate was proportional to the relationship duration, becoming lower for shorter relationships. However, Creepic still detected over 20% of relationships lasting over 6 months. The full range of detection rates is presented in Figure 3 .
Precision/Recall Trade-off
Because the number of non-dating couples dominates the number of dating couples, even a small false positive rate leads to a large drop in precision [4] . For example, with a true positive rate of 65.8% and a false positive rate of 8.4% for the Celebrity dataset, and assuming a 10% occurrence of unlabeled dating relationships among the non-dating pairs, Creepic's precision (the chance that a detected dating relationship is actually a dating relationship) is 35.5%. This represents a typical trade-off in machine learning techniques: by modifying the importance of a true positive over a false positive, we can maximize Creepic's precision at the expense of recall. For example, for the Facebook dataset, we can achieve a precision of over 80% if we accept a 30% recall rate (30% true positive rate and 0.4% false positive rate), and a 100% precision (i.e., no false positives) with a recall of 23%. This trade-off is diagrammed, in the form of Creepic's ROC curve, in Thus, if high recall is critical, Creepic could be used as a prefilter to make it feasible for a human analyst to analyze large datasets (raising the precision with the help of a human analyst while maintaining a high recall), or in a fully automated fashion (sacrificing recall for a higher precision). In the former case, the reduction in the dataset greatly increases the feasibility of human analysis. In the case of the Facebook dataset, Creepic's default detection settings reduce the dataset that needs to be verified to 1,357 pairs from the original 9,262. For the Celebrity dataset, this reduction is from 9505 to 1669. A further discussion of this effect, with measurements of dataset reduction for different values of precision and recall, is presented in Appendix E.
Discussion
Creepic's results are significant: Creepic is not just guessing whether a given person is dating or not. Instead, it is determining who that person is dating from the pool of other users. Additionally, Creepic does this with no information other than what it extracts from images of these people, and achieves a low false positive rate in its detection. It does this while adapting to the different social behaviors that may be prevalent in provided datasets, such as the different social behaviors between celebrities (in the Celebrity dataset) and Facebook users (in the Facebook dataset). Finally, we are able to detect the timing of the start and end of relationships with reasonable accuracy, giving rise to additional uses of the information that our system produces.
While the datasets we chose came from Facebook and Zimbio.com, the approach behind Creepic (and, indeed, its implementation) is generic, and can be used for any social network with photographs, including Instagram, Google+, Flickr, or any of the myriad of other options.
Limitations. A core technical limitation of Creepic is the limited accuracy of public face detection and recognition techniques, which can be as low as 64% [20] . This problem is further exasperated by social network users, as a user might jokingly tag some inanimate object as one of their friends, introducing noise into the face recognition stage and further reducing the effectiveness of Creepic's detection. If a face detection technique with higher accuracy were available, Creepic would be able to achieve better results.
There are several situations under which Creepic's approach would fail to properly identify relationships. To begin with, our statistical analysis could be manipulated by a person with prior knowledge of our approach by uploading images specifically tailed to poison our features. While there are countermeasures that Creepic could take, our approach assumes that the population being analyzed is not attacking the analysis system we developed.
Additionally, Creepic's analysis was carried out on a dataset comprising mostly members of Western culture. While it's possible that it would be less effective due to different behaviors of other cultures, we designed Creepic to be adaptable to different importance of different features among cultures.
Countermeasures. One of the troubling implications of Creepic is the difficulty of evading its analysis. A core issue is the difficulty of controlling access to photographs. Controlling the distribution of photographs requires a good working knowledge of the privacy settings of any used social network. For example, if user A grants access to his photographs to user B on Facebook, and uses Facebook's current default privacy configuration, any application that B has installed can request permission (from B as opposed to A) to access these photographs. Since providing these permissions is a requisite for using many Facebook applications, many users acquiesce. In fact, we used this exact functionality to carry out an evaluation of our approach, and the majority of the relationships we detect are due to photographs that we retrieve from the friends of the user who participated in the evaluation and, in many cases, even from the friends of those friends.
The number of photographs that we were able to collect from 34 volunteers and their friends suggests that privacy options to combat such photograph distribution, though they exist, seem to be seldom used. Educating users about this possibility, or making the default privacy settings of social networks more strict, would reduce the ability of external entities to carry out this attack. However, any photographs that a user uploads to a social network are still vulnerable to being used, by that social network, for relationship detection.
More troublesomely, even if an individual decides to avoid social networks altogether, their privacy can still be invaded. Unless they forbid their friends from taking any pictures of them at all, analysis of their social behavior could still be carried out based on photographs uploaded by their friends. Asking friends to not take any pictures of one's self can adversely affect one's social life, and we expect that few people would decide to follow this route, instead leaving themselves open to photograph-based privacy invasion.
That being said, there are some possible countermeasures that can be taken to evade this analysis, representing an attack against different phases of Creepic's analysis:
1. A browser extension could be developed to encrypt photographs on upload to a social network, and decrypt them when they are viewed. The encryption keys could then be privately shared between a user and their friends. This has the drawback of requiring all involved parties to install the extension, but would effectively foil Creepic by making it impossible to extract faces on a large scale. 2. Creepic's face recognition step could be resisted by intentionally mistagging individuals in photographs. By introducing enough noise into the training data of the face recognition step, an individual could severely hamper Creepic's prediction rate for their relationships. 3. An interesting countermeasure would be the generation of fake images, containing many people in random positions and situations, to pollute the features extracted by Creepic during feature extraction. This would then lead to random predictions from the classifier due to the amount of noise in the analysis.
All of these countermeasures introduce some level of discomfort for users, ranging from the requirement to install additional software to the presence of random or mistagged photographs among the users' albums, but would limit Creepic's effectiveness in relationship detection.
Further Implications. The attack against user privacy introduced in this paper has several important implications. First, the privacy of people who are not active members of a social network, or possibly who are not even aware that pictures of them are being taken, could be violated. This is demonstrated by the celebrity dataset: even without the celebrities having uploaded their own photographs, we were able to detect relationships by leveraging paparazzi photographs. This shows how the inclusive, share-friendly nature of social networks has implications that go beyond the world of the network's members. In the context of a social network, as long as a person's friends are uploading photographs of them, even without the person participating on social networks or being tagged in photos, that person is subject to the privacy violations exposed in this paper.
Second, the centralization of large corpuses of pictures and the collection of meta-information (tagging, relationship status, location) that is ubiquitous in social networks opens even more opportunities for privacy violations, as it provide basic ground truth information that can be used to develop classifiers with even higher precision and recall.
Third, one could foresee the use of techniques similar to the ones described here to derive other types of relationships or associations (e.g., co-conspirators in a terrorist plot or decision-making power within an organization). The intelligence and police community is already actively using the information available on social networks in order to track down terrorists and criminals, as it has been demonstrated in the follow-up to the Boston bombings of April 15, 2013 . The approach presented in this paper shows that analysis of this kind can be performed automatically at a very large scale, with high accuracy. Such an approach could feasibly be used to help target criminal and terrorist investigations.
Specifically, by extending the approach to include temporal features as well as spacial features, Creepic might be applicable to video analysis. Automatically correlating individuals, from the same vantage point but over different points in time, on a security camera feed could present opportunities for intelligence gathering and security surveillance. For example, in the UK, where video surveillance is extremely common [13] , automatic analysis and correlation of individuals in such video could be used to analyze crime patterns or (more pessimistically) for increased monitoring of citizens.
Even without extending Creepic's approach to other media, it can likely be used to gleam other information from user photographs. For example, an advertiser might be interested in how "social" a user is, and Creepic could estimate that by identifying the number of strangers in the users' photographs. Likewise, a more in-depth profile of a user could be built by analyzing what time of day a user takes more photographs or analyzing the situations in which the user appears with other people (i.e., the number of people, the frequency of such photographs, etc). Finally, if location information is embedded in the photographs or could be determined through some other mean (such as recognition of landmarks), a user's affluence level might be determinable based on how frequently they travel.
All of these ideas are different views of a central idea: the high incidence of photography in the modern world leaves behind tangible, measurable, and useful footprints, and these footprints can be used to achieve a view into our habits and preferences.
Related Work
Sociometry. Work has been done in extracting romantic relationships from the structure of a social graph, such as the graph of friendship on a social network [15] . This work, carried out by Backstrom et al., appears to achieve a high recall rate, but their analysis does not include the false positive rate of detection, and so it is unclear how feasible the approach is in practice. Additionally, Creepic has the capability to detect relationships of people that are not actually included in the social graph, as long as they appear in enough photographs. This ability, along with the additional vectors of image acquisition by interested parties, make Creepic unique in sociometric systems.
A recent blog post from Facebook has revealed that they are, indeed, interested in predicting the relationship status of users [9] . Their approach is based on the emotional level of messages that users, who are starting relationships, send each other on social networks. The blog post does not discuss prediction accuracy (instead, they discuss the characteristics that they see in relationships). This approach to relationship detection differs from Creepic's in several ways. To begin with, private messages between users are required, which likely means that the privacy invasion would be limited only to users that approve such access (unlike, as with Creepic, their friends as well). Additionally, users that do not participate in social networks cannot be targeted, since they have no messages to target.
Image Processing. In this paper, we utilize several recent advances in image processing to detect and recognize faces in images. Initially, face detection utilized machine learning techniques such as neural networks [21] and support vector machines [19] . Face detection techniques have grown increasingly sophisticated and performant over the past decade, and fast detection using Haar classifiers [25] is supported by the open-source OpenCV computer vision library [18] , which we utilize in our implementation.
Face recognition, the capability to identify that two given faces belong to the same individual, is a considerably more difficult problem. Modern techniques need to be "trained" with a series of photos representing each subject in question before being able to recognize subjects in photos. In an early approach to face recognition, Eigenfaces [22] were generated by performing a mathematical process called Principal Component Analysis on a set of photos of a single subject. The Eigenfaces approach, however, suffers in the presence of lighting and angle changes. A more modern approach, Fisherfaces [5] , is more resilient to such changes.
Social Network Privacy. The growth of online social networks, and the increase in the personal information that users share over them, has prompted an large deal of research into social network privacy [7, 12, 14] .
One relevant advance in this space focuses on extracting additional information about individual users. For example, multiple groups have developed techniques to extract additional information about users of a given social network by correlating a given user's profile with his or her profiles on other social networks [1, 3] . Such techniques can aid in the creation of a dataset for Creepic to analyze. For example, starting with a list of Facebook users, this technique could be used to acquire the users' photographs from other social networks, such as Instagram. An increased amount of photographs would, in turn, increase Creepic's effectiveness. We leave the exploration of this effect as future work.
Researchers are also thinking about the privacy of the photographer, not just of the subjects of a photograph. Nagaraja, et al. propose techniques to leverage view synthesis algorithms to obscure the location of a photographer taking possibly controversial or sensitive photographs [17] .
Finally, it is important to discuss what consequences Creepic's results can have on real-world social network users, other than the aforementioned advertising and direct privacyinvasion. Davis et al. have investigated the use of available location data, coupled with friendship status, to determine the (withheld) geographic locations of users based on the (publicly-offered) locations of their friends [8] . Creepic's results essentially add a weight to the friendship information used by this system, and could thus be used to increase the system's efficiency.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented Creepic, an approach for the automatic detection of romantic relationships between pairs of people by leveraging image analysis. We described the design and implementation of Creepic, and presented the results of experiments that quantify its prediction accuracy. We also discussed the important privacy implications that Creepic has on the modern world of social networking, given its high success rate at predicting relationships.
As digital media continues to increase in popularity and future devices make photography and video monitoring increasingly ubiquitous, the concerns raised by the results achieved in this paper will become overwhelmingly important to address. While deducing a person's relationship status would most likely not radically harm or impact that person, future advances along the same lines could allow outsiders to derive increasingly private or important information from publicly available data such as photographs.
A Creepic Approach Diagram
Taking a training set of photographs (called Representative Photographs) of people in a social network and labeled relationships between some of those people, Creepic processes a set of unlabeled photographs and identifies relationships between the individuals present. We present a diagram of this approach in Figure 5 .
B Thresholds
Creepic's implementation requires values for two thresholds: the minimum number of photographs in which a pair must appear, within one timestamp, to be considered for the analysis, and the ratio of dating and non-dating pairs to include in the training set. The first threshold is the minimum number of photographs in which a pair must appear, for any given timespan, before the pair's features are calculated. Setting this value too low increases the amount of noise that enters the Creepic's machine learning step, and erodes the prediction accuracy by causing overfitting on the training set. Alternatively, setting the threshold too high causes a large number of users to be discarded, and results in too little data with which to train the SVM, ultimately causing underfitting. This threshold can vary depending on the average amount of photos per pair in a dataset.
To choose the proper value for this threshold, we computed the Matthews correlation coefficient [16] of Creepic's results given different minimum values. Matthews correlation coefficient is a measure, between -1 and 1, of the quality of prediction for a machine learning system. A value of 1 corresponds to perfect prediction, -1 to perfect mis-prediction, and 0 to a random performance. The results for Creepic's Facebook dataset are presented in Figure 6 . Creepic's prediction quality levels out when using a threshold value of 5, which we utilize for our experiments.
Another threshold that needs to be determined is the ratio of dating and non-dating pairs to include in the training set when training the SVM. This has a direct effect on the prediction accuracy, as the improper configuration of this threshold results in one class (i.e., non-dating pairs) dominating the other class (i.e., dating pairs) in the analysis. For example, we found that if the training set contains more than 4 times as many non-daters as daters, the non-dating space dominates the dating space and true positives plummet as the SVM labels every pair as non-dating. On the other hand, if the training set contains an equal or smaller amount of non-daters compared to daters, the dating couples dominate the training set and the classifier produces an unreasonable number of false positives.
We again used the Matthews correlation coefficient to compute the optimal value for this threshold, as shown in Figure 7 , which was determined to be 2.
C Example Photo Features
For improved clarity, Figure 8 provides example output of the feature extraction step for an example photograph.
D Facebook Dataset Demographics
We were able to retrieve age and gender information for 5,089 users in our Figure 9 details the average number of photographs in which a user is tagged, grouped by age range. We found that, in our dataset, users between 18 and 29 years of age dominated the tagged photographs. However, all age groups had outliers up to over 100 photographs per user. These measurements reveal that our dataset does contain a bias. In fact, a report published in August 2012 found that the gender distribution of Facebook users is 60% female and 40% male. According to the same report, the average user of Facebook is 40 years old, as opposed to 28 in our dataset. However, in the absence of an unbiased dataset, we have not been able to investigate the effect that such a bias has on relationship detection.
E Statistical Trade-offs
As with most binary classifiers, Creepic exhibits an implicit trade-off between performance and recall. By applying different importance to true positives over false positives, Creepic achieves different rates of precision and recall.
This can be used to configure Creepic as either a prefilter for human analysis (where a human analyst ensures a high precision, but uses Creepic to create a dataset with a much higher ratio of dating couples) or a high-precision automated analysis system (although at the expense of recall). Depending on the desired application, Creepic returns a different number of predictions, with a different percentage of correct predictions. 
Matthews correlation coefficient
The Matthews correlation coefficient of Creepic's results with different thresholds for the minimum photographs a pair must have before being processed.
The resulting reduction of the dataset, for desired precision and recall values, is presented in Figures 10 and 11 for the Facebook dataset and Figures 12 and 13 for the Celebrity dataset. 
The Matthews correlation coefficient of Creepic's results with different thresholds for the ratio between dating and non-dating pairs in the training set. 
